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Introduction:  Our objective is to develop a 3D computer graphic
model of functional anatomy of the human heart. The model must
provide visually correct anatomical and functional detail suitable for
medical education.

Geometric Model:  The reconstruction of a 3D surface model of the
human heart was based on segmentation obtained from the Visible
Male and Female image datasets [Visible Human Project]. The
surface model includes detailed inner and outer wall structures on all
four chambers and valves. Also structures such as trabeculae carneae,
papillary muscles and all main veins, arteries and fatty tissue have
been modeled. We have reconstructed a healthy heart based on the
Visible Male and an enlarged failing heart based on the Visible
Female. At every stage of development we paid particular attention to
the functionality of each part of the model (see figures 3, 4). This was
done to facilitate the integration of the graphical model into the
functional organ model of the heart.

Mechanical Contraction:  We developed a muscle model specially
adapted for the human heart myocardium. In our model a muscle is
represented by a set of fibers, which run through the muscle body.
Each fiber is equipped with contractile and elastic elements [Fung
1993] and is used as a local shape deformation guide for the muscle
surface. By activating each fiber we can accurately specify the level
of contraction of a muscle, its shape and volume changes. The
surface of each ventricle and atrium was equipped with the fiber-
based deformation system. Each fiber follows approximate heart
muscle fiber direction data (Zhukov 2003) (see figure 1, 2). As a
result of fiber activation heart muscle contracts and the volume and
shape of each atrium or ventricle can be accurately controlled.

Electrical Excitation:  The timing of fiber activation is
independently driven by contraction/time graphs. All movement in
each atrium, ventricle or valve is driven by such graphs. By
modifying the time graphs we can visualize normal heart beat as well
as various arrhythmic cardiovascular conditions. Initially we based
all contraction/time graphs on normal idealized ECG data. We are
planning to link the contraction/time graphs to real patient ECG data.
A basic prototype was built to demonstrate how action potential data
can be used to activate our fiber model.

Future Work:  The development of a functional heart model is
currently in progress. As a first step we have visualized the function
of a healthy heart. As a second step we are planning to visualize a
range of cardiac conditions and dysfunctions such as myocardial
infraction, atrial fibrillation, bradycardia, tachycardia, the sick sinus
syndrome, valve dysfunction, etc.
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Figure 1. Muscle fiber contours in left and right ventricles.

Figure 2. Muscle fiber directions mapped on ventricles.

Figure 3. Heart anatomy model with main veins and arteries.

Figure 4. Left ventricle in cross section showing function of mitral
valve and pappilary muscles

(left: heart in diastole, right: heart in systole ).


